In this paper, we describe the trellis coding where quantum computing (QC) is employed to analyze the coding gain and complexity. According to quantum information theory, quantum bits increase the storage capacity as well as speed. High complex trellis based on partial memory code (PUM) is designed and simulated in digital computers. In order to reduce simulation time for trellis decoding, QC is analyzed with PUM coding. From the theoretical analysis, QC in a quantum computer will be the best option because quantum bits can be stored simultaneously in a given moment of time. From this theory, trellis states, paths, metric calculations are stored in lesser time and space than conventional storing procedures. Therefore, QC certainly will improve the trellis coder performance.
INTRODUCTION
Bits are dominated in digital computers, and computations based on digital applications, but quantum bits are involved in quantum computers and computations. It will dominate future applications when digital processing is moving to quantum processing. Binary system provides 0, and 1 so, digital processing is based on 2 digits. In a quantum system, available quantum bits are more than 2 digits; therefore, quantum processing will take more than 2 digits.
In this research, trellis coding techniques are considered with QC approach. From the theoretical analysis, high-complex trellis designs are easily simulated because quantum bits, and their special properties are flexible to update storage capacities. Trellis designs are constructed using Shannon product theory [5] [6] , and they are applied in information theory, which deals with source and channel coding.
So far QC is used in both source and channel coding applications, but trellis coding hasn"t been considered yet. Under these developments, encoder, decoder and other components have been updated. In order to analyze the trellis coding, PUM trellis coding designs are considered with QC. It is used as an error control coding in communication and digital magnetic recording (storage) channels. It is designed from a combination of block and convolutional coding. Necessary details of PUM coding are explained in section 3.
QUANTUM COMPUTING
Quantum computing is the science based on quantum bits calculations. In this computing, nanotechnology takes important roles, which limit according to the applications. It can be used in many complicated algorithms linked with long simulations and high complexities; therefore, QC is targeted in the potential research. It will help to improve the cost, time and energy which are basic factors of innovations. For instance, overall calculations are completed in a fraction of nano second. It means that speed is extremely higher than conventional calculations because properties of quantum bits are different from ordinary bits. However, speed of sound was targeted as a first breakthrough, currently, speed of light is being explored with a number of scientific approaches. Will QC provide any solution for speed of thought? That is the physical limit which should be specified between the speed of light and speed of thought. Whatever calculation in the future quantum computers, it wouldn"t go beyond the physical limit. Potential digital computers are constructed with binary building blocks. Electronically, binary 1 is represented as fixed voltage and binary zero is another fixed voltage. These digits can be represented by positive and negative voltages (e.g., +/-5v). According to the type of applications, values of these voltages are determined. Digital computers are based on these two binary digits. In quantum computers, all computations are based on quantum bits. So, architecture of classical computers is not compatible with quantum computers. This is one of the disadvantages during the quantum computations. Certainly, speed will grow until it reaches the physical limit [9] [11] [12] .
Some of basic features such as adding, shifting etc. are used in quantum computers where executable QC is employed to do most of the processing. They may not be sufficient to implement quantum computers with specific features. Some selected features such as memory, input, output etc. are important.
computing. Following equations are used to construct all three types of PUM coding. Construction details are given [1] [2] [3] . 
In equation (1) 
In equation (2) 
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When maximum free distance is used, complexity of the trellis design should be very high. Figure 1 provides necessary information about the trellis design of (8, 4, 6) PUM code. As mentioned in the Table 1 and 2, all the design complexity are shown. When qubits are applied for encoding, 4 of the qubits can be used instead of 4qubits. Table 1 shows the complexity analysis for three different coding schemes. This table shows the relationships between the states, columns, branches, additions, comparisons and number of operations. The number of operations is depended on the complexities. If QC is used to Table 1 , the complexity can be handled quickly, but processing depends on the number of qubits used in the quantum system. Here, same G 0 matrix is considered to compare the performance of above mentioned codes. The different free distances are applied to the same code considered with following parameters: N = 8 and K = 4. The number of operations are explained as in Table 2 , which shows the total of the additions and comparisons in the (8, 4) trellis decoder. According to quantum dynamic theory, encoding vectors will have different data. 
Trellis design for QC

Comparisons of complexities
Quantum error correction using trellis
The error correction for quantum bits are mentioned in many applications with several encoding, and decoding techniques, but trellis coding procedure is considered in this paper. The trellis coding procedures for quantum bits are almost same. When 4 qubits are considered for encoding, 16 different possible bits should be considered.
The decoder program also is written individually for each stage.
From the final stage of the final depth metric calculation, the minimum path is selected. In each window, the first depth is taken as corrected path, the remaining next three depths will be moved to the next window. This final path picks up the decoded output which should be one out of 128 possibilities. The each label of the stage has 2 encoded bits. Each state has 16 different weights, which is very useful and easy to compare the path identification. Corresponding path identification, and weight for given information bits produces the decoded output with 1 error correction. Further, the error correction is depended on the free distance as well metric calculation in the trellis. So, it will be increased with the increasing depths [7] .
The computer program concerned in this project calculates error performance of decoding programs is simulated with graphical representation. Even, the graphical representation of this trellis is very important for the extra explanation, this program procedure is mainly concerned and written to analyze the results with other conventional decoders. As mentioned in the trellis decoding algorithm, this program is divided into many sub functions which is very easy to modify and extend with other functions. Different noisy signals have been added and compared in this channel. Trellis decoding algorithm increases the error correcting capability and bit error rate (BER) performance when four trellises are used in a single window. Constructed trellis design for (8, 4) PUM code has 128 code words represented by trellis path or branches. These 128 code words are used here to select the minimum distance and path.
Soft decision and quantum computing
The soft decision is the decoding technique which provides better coding gain when we compare the BER performance. It is proved that overall BER performance is around 2dB better than hard decision when we use 4 bits soft decision in the decoder. Quantum bits can be applied as another dimension of soft decision in the decoder as shown in Figure 2 . It will certainly improve the BER performance, but decoder complexity will be high. In digital system, when soft decision is implemented in the decoder hardware complexity is considered because it is expensive as well as time consuming. Commercially, BER performance and complexity, are trade-off; therefore, soft decision is limited between 4 bits and 16 bits. Generally, 4 bits soft decision decoder is used in the potential decoder implementations. In trellis decoding, soft decision algorithm for digital system can be implemented easily, but if quantum system is used with same decoder, same algorithm can be used. As far as complexity is concerned in a quantum system, superposition property provides storage capacity simultaneously, but it depends on the qubits. When large qubit is used in the decoder implementation, storage space will grow as mentioned in the Table 3 . QC in the trellis decoding will improve the BER performance even complexity is increased. In real quantum system, complexity increases proportionally with storage capacity and qubits. For instance, 168 operations are used in the (8, 4, 6) decoder as in Table 2 when digital system is used. If two qubits quantum system is used, 168 individual operations (digital) are completed in 168/4 = 42 simultaneous operations. If four qubits quantum system is used, number of operations even will go down to 11 (10.5 closes to 11). Figure 2 shows the relationship between 2 dimensional soft decision and 3 dimensional n qubit computing. The qubits are drawn by thick arrows entangled towards the area of a sphere. From the rectangular plane, soft and hard decision can be calculated for digital system, but n qubits entangled within the sphere should be considered for a quantum system [10] [13] [14] . If qubits are on the rectangular plane, calculations are simple as digital system. Full investigation will be considered in my future research.
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In this research, results obtained from the digital computers are compared with quantum computers. Table1 and Table 2 show that the complexity details when trellis coding simulations are executed in digital computers. Following example provides comparison results computed from QC approach, which takes less memory than the conventional approach.
If 2 quantum bits are allowed, 4 locations are needed to store necessary information mentioned in Table 1 and 2 but quantum system stores all 4 data simultaneously in given a moment.
Digital computer works with binary digits, which mean that 0 or 1 is considered during the single qubit operation. If it is 2 qubits operations, four possible options can be considered one by one. In quantum computers [11] , all operations considered simultaneously as mentioned in Table 3 . Tables 1 and 2 are considered as a time factor, which increase the iteration and decoding time during the simulations. So, (8, 4, 8) PUM code simulation time will be very long.
To analyze the results using QC, the prediction results are shown in Table 2 obtained through the simulation using digital system. If it is a real quantum system, simulation results certainly will provide better BER performance. Gain (Table 2) between (8, 4, 4) and (8, 4, 6) may be same as digital system, but overall gain will be changed. As I mentioned in section 3.4.1, quantum system is another dimension of soft decision. Gain between the soft and hard decision is already proved. If same proof is applied to a quantum system, BER performance will be improved. It may be called QBER performance rather than BER performance. The QC in a quantum computer is different from digital processing because the principle in quantum mechanics known as superposition changes all these processing. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUR WORK
The trellis coding development implemented in digital computer is analyzed with QC and quantum processing. Through this QC procedure, high-complex trellis coding, which include encoding and decoding, can be simulated quickly. Quantum processing is quicker than conventional-digital processing; therefore, speed, time, and cost advantages are easily obtainable in future quantum computers.
Even though no real quantum computer has been completed yet properly, prediction results and analysis of trellis coding have been studied thoroughly. When commercial quantum system is available, number of pending problems will be solved. Specially, cryptography and trellis-coding are expected to use large numbers to make a strong security by 2020. Again, code breakers are also increased because faster system will break it within the fraction of the second than the conventional system.
Future work
The soft-decision decoder based on QC will be the future research area where qubits and superposition will play a very important role to increase the decoder performance. Through the digital computer, simulation can be completed, but final demonstration should be done in a quantum computer, which hasn"t been commercially available yet. 
